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NASA Technical Note DIANE Publishing
"A classic study of the development of the Saturn launch vehicle that took Americans to the moon in the 1960s"--Back cover.
A Volume of Technical Papers Presented Apogee Prime
Combining substantive information with hands-on activities, this book helps you integrate space science with other curricular areas. Topics range
from our first contemplation of flight to rockets, space shuttles, hypersonic planes, space colonies, and space stations.
Design and Fabrication Considerations for a 1/10-scale Replica Model of the Apollo/Saturn V Springer
Developments of America's first heavy lift space rocket Saturn I, the Saturn IB and Saturn V propelled America's space program during the
Apollo and Skylab eras. First launched in 1966, Saturn IB replaced the Saturn I's S-IV second stage with the more powerful S-IVB. It could
carry a partially fueled Apollo Command / Service Module or fully fueled Lunar Module into low Earth orbit, allowing critical testing of
these systems to be conducted long before the Saturn V was ready. It also flew one orbital mission without a payload, with the extra fuel used
to demonstrate that the S-IVB's J-2 engine could be restarted in zero gravity - a critical operation for translunar injection. The Saturn IB
produced thrust equivalent to 1.6 million pounds force, and could carry 46,000 pounds of payload to low Earth orbit. Saturn IB flew nine
times, including three Skylab missions and for the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. Saturn V was simply the heaviest, tallest, and most powerful
rocket ever built, and capable of carrying the heaviest payload. First launched in 1967, the rocket consisted of three stages, with the S-IVB
serving as its third stage. Taller than the Statue of Liberty, Saturn V had a mass of 3000 metric tons and five F-1 engines capable of
producing thrust thrust of 7.6 million pounds-force. It could take payloads up to 100,000 pounds beyond Earth orbit or 262,000 pounds into
low Earth orbit. It flew thirteen times, including eight times to the moon and (in a two-stage version) on the Skylab I mission. Originally
prepared by the Missile and Space Systems Division of NASA contractor Douglas Aircraft, this book was created to acquaint payload
planners with the capabilities of the Saturn IB and Saturn V rockets. It shows methods by which Saturn vehicles can accommodate payloads
of various weights and volumes for different missions, and methods by which they might be modified to allow even greater performance. It's a
wonderful reference for the museum docent, researcher, or anyone who ever wondered how these mighty rockets were designed and built.
A Volume of Technical Papers Presented at AIAA Symposium on Structural Dynamics and Aeroelasticity, Boston, Massachusetts,
August 30-September 1, 1965 History Office
In this eagerly anticipated book, renowned space historian and author David Baker turns his attention to the Saturn I and IB rockets.
Although considered as merely a 'stepping stone' from the Mercury and Gemini programs to the mighty Saturn V and the Apollo
missions that put the first humans on the Moon, the Saturn I and IB rockets actually played a far more significant role in NASA's
manned space effort. As the first American 'heavy lift' rocket , Wernher von Braun's Saturn I traced its lineage right back to his WWII
V2 rocket, through Redstone to the Jupiter and Juno projects that lead to the Saturn vehicles. In describing this often-overlooked
historical background, the story of the transition of the space program from the US Army to the (then) newly-formed NASA, and the
evolution from launching men and satellites on modified missiles, to flying purpose-built space rockets, is also uncovered. The first
Saturn I flew in 1961 and it remained in service until 1975, flying the first manned Apollo mission, testing stages for the Moon flights
and launching 'Skylab' astronauts among other accomplishments. Illustrated throughout with NASA technical drawings and
photographs, many previously unpublished, this absorbing book also includes a description of each mission flown by the Saturn I and
IB.
Origami Fun: Vehicles Springer Science & Business Media
The Saturn I and IB series of rockets fulfilled plans developed in the late 1950s to build a rocket which could triple the existing thrust levels of US rockets and equal
the lifting capacity of the Soviet Union, launching satellites and spacecraft weighing more than 10 tonnes into Earth orbit and do it by the early 1960s. These rockets
emerged from the work carried out by former V-2 technical director Wernher von Braun, working at the Army Ballistic Missile Agency in Huntsville, Alabama.
Three times more powerful than anything launched by America to that date, with a cluster of eight rocket motors for the first stage, the first Saturn I flew on October
27, 1961, and propelled America into the heavy-lift business. It was the Saturn I, and its successor the Saturn IB, with a more powerful second stage, that did all the
preparatory work getting NASA ready to put men on the Moon. Between 1961 and 1975, the 19 flights of the Saturn I and IB achieved several historic “firsts”,
launching the world’s first high-energy liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen upper stages into orbit in 1964, the first unmanned test of suborbital and orbital Apollo
spacecraft in 1966, the first unmanned test of the Lunar Module in 1968, the first manned Apollo spacecraft Apollo 7 also in 1968, all three Skylab flights in 1973
and the last Apollo spacecraft flown in support of the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project in 1975.
Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamics Technology Conference, Held at Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif., December 15-16, 1971 Bellwether
Media
Vehicles can take us around the block or into outer space! In this hands-on title, step-by-step instructions help kids fold a variety of origami vehicles,
from a monster truck to the Batmobile. Accompanying text presents facts about each one, while tips and tricks help kids turn from paper folders into

paper engineers!
Supersonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Saturn IB Launch Vehicle Model with Third-stage Modifications Harper Voyager
The Saturn IB News Reference is a reprint of the rare original contractor book published in the 1960s to demonstrate the full capabilities of
NASA's first giant launch vehicle. Packed with details about this amazing rocket, the book includes 142 pages of diagrams and illustrations
with full details about contractors and hardware.
Longitudinal Vibration Characteristics of 1/10-scale Apollo/Saturn V Replica Model Periscope Film LLC
When the mighty Rocketdyne F-1 engine was conceived in the late 1950s for the U.S. Air Force, it had no defined mission and there was no launch
vehicle it could power. It was a bold concept to push the technological envelope of rocket propulsion in order to put massive payloads into Earth orbit.
Few realized at the time that the F-1 would one day propel American astronauts to the Moon. In The Saturn V F-1 Engine, Anthony Young tells the
amazing story of unbridled vision, bold engineering, explosive failures during testing, unrelenting persistence to find solutions, and ultimate success in
launching the Saturn V with a 100 percent success rate. The book contains personal interviews with many Rocketdyne and NASA personnel involved in
the engine’s design, development, testing and production; is lavishly illustrated with black-and-white and color photographs, many never previously
published is the first complete history of the most powerful rocket engine ever built. The F-1 engine remains the high point in U.S. liquid rocket
propulsion – it represents a period in American history when nothing was impossible.
Saturn 1B News Reference Bloomsbury Publishing USA
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of news, nature, sports, history, fiction,
science, comics, and Scouting.

Rockets of the World Collector's Guide Publishing
Science fiction roman.
Voyage
Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that have recently been entered
into the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Database.
NASA Scientific and Technical Reports and Publications for 1969 - A Selected Listing
Book & DVD. In this companion volume to Saturn V -- the complete manufacturing and test records, the complete life history of each Saturn
I/IB rocket stage is detailed. Saturn I and IB rockets paved the way for the Saturn V moon rocket that allowed US astronauts to land on the
moon. This book details the manufacturing processes, reveals how the rockets were tested, and identifies the problems encountered and how
they were overcome. Details of the industrial and government facilities are presented as well as the aircraft and ships used to transport the
stages. Rare and never-before-seen photographs of how the rockets were built and tested are included as well as statistical data such as details
of the engines attached to each stage, the test firing records and the transportation records of each stage. Unique lessons can be learned from
the manufacturing and testing of the Saturn rockets that will help in the forthcoming plans to return to the moon. Bonus DVD includes:
Saturn Quarterly Reports # 5 - 10 - September 1960 to December 1961 (Original Film Footage of Saturn 1/1B Manufacturing Process);
Saturn 1/1B Technical Schematics.
The Saturn V F-1 Engine

Applied Mechanics Reviews

Reliability Abstracts and Technical Reviews

A Historical Perspective on Dynamics Testing at the Langley Research Center

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents
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